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Provide education and
leadership to empower
people to live safe and
healthy.

2019 Impact Life Changing Outcomes
In 2019, the Nebraska Safety Council provided
services to hundreds of businesses. The results…
•

520 teenagers learned how to drive safely,
with hundreds of low-income students
receiving stipends to offset the price of class.

•

Governor’s Wellness Award winners
increased physical activity compliance by
11%, increased consumption of fruits and
vegetables by 4%, reduced tobacco use by
19%, and decreased obesity by 5%.

•

Safety Award Winners demonstrated OSHA
recordable incident rates well below their
industry average.

What does this mean?
It means that people get to go home to their
families. The NESC has been saving lives for
58 wonderful years. We manage with minimal
resources. Our staff are passionate about their
work and do it well!
NESC serves Nebraska because we still have
people getting hurt at work; we still have people
dying prematurely from lifestyle-related illness;
and tragically we still have teen drivers and
motorcyclists dying from crashes.
NESC is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit and does not
receive any tax dollars. NESC is 100% selffunded with membership dues accounting for
17% of our budget; grant dollars accounting for
5% of our budget; and fundraising/sponsorships
accounting for 3% of our annual budget.

TESTIMONIALS
“My wife was in a smoking cessation program and had been doing health coaching calls for the past year.
She has not smoked in almost a full year. My grandchildren are so happy. Those phone calls are what did
if for her to quit. Your calls work, you are reaching people.”
- Spouse of Kawasaki employee receiving health coaching from NESC

“When it comes to safety, NESC is always my first contact. My questions can be answered by phone or
email. NESC courses provide useful information and real life situations that match our company’s needs.
Their knowledge and expertise has helped our company become more efficient and effective in mitigating
and eliminating safety risks. From training to safety concerns, NESC is there to help.”
- Dan Nehls Safety and Training Coordinator, Nature’s Variety, Inc.

“Working with Nebraska Safety Council over this past year has been a great experience for me personally.
I feel that we have built a strong, open relationship where collaboration is key to improving how we learn
and grow.
•

We have built new trainings together – taking the needs of our industry and culture, creating impactful
learnings for our people

•

We have improved old trainings together – investing time to walk through our facility providing context
for instructors to effectively engage our people

•

We have given constructive feedback – providing open and honest feedback when learning needs have
not been met

I am excited to continue building on this relationship and helping each other grow!”
- Cody Chambers, Safety Manager, Lincoln Industries

SAFETY IMPACT
Here are ways our safety programs and services made an impact in 2019:
Program Engagement (Number of individuals reached):
Onsite: 2,034
Public: 762
Total: 2,796

Example:
Greenquest Experience MOD rating prior to
consultation in 2018-2019 was 1.32. With
consultation from NESC and support from
ownership/management Greenquest’s 2020 MOD
rating was reduced to .93 saving $3,270.

Onsite: 2,034
Public: 762
Total: 2,796
(Number of individuals reached)

The Nebraska Safety Council finished the
2019 fiscal year $350 in the black out of a
$1.5 Million annual budget.
73% Services

3% Events

17% Membership

1% Product Sales

5% Grants

2020 and Beyond
The organization has faced significant challenges
due to the pandemic. Team members quickly pivoted
to address internal and external obstacles. Online
learning initiatives were prioritized, opportunities
were taken to reposition our annual conference and
award programs to a better time of year, and new
courses, certifications, and partnerships are being
forged to bounce back stronger than ever in 2020
and beyond.
Sincerely,

Executive Director,
Nebraska Safety Council

WELLNESS IMPACT
Here are ways our wellness programs and services made an impact in 2019:
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Reduction in alcohol costs

Reduction in depression costs

Reduction in alcohol costs: $87,865
Reduction in depression costs: $170,676

Reduction in tobacco costs

Reduction in tobacco costs: $630,000
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Reduction in moderate pain

3% Improvement in reporting of general
health to be very good or excellent
7% Reduction in moderate pain

Reduction in severe pain impacting
daily activities

Reduction in diabetes

4% Reduction in severe pain impacting
daily activities
1% Reduction in diabetes
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4% Improvement in indication of a personal
doctor or health care provider
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Improvement in flu shot compliance

8% Improvement in flu shot compliance

TRAFFIC IMPACT
Here are ways our traffic programs and services made an impact in 2019:
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Driver Education:			520

Alive at 25:				199

ADD:					664

DDC4/STOP:				672

Motorcycle:				128

Alcohol Drug Offender Course:

Total: 2,236

53

Parent Testimonials:
“Mr. Policky did a great job recruiting and
teaching the class. Mr. Edwards was the
driving instructor. He was very kind, made
my son feel at ease, and provided both
positive and constructive feedback. Overall,
a very positive experience.”
“Great experience! Definitely will go
through Nebraska Safety Council for my
next driver.”
“The classroom experience was excellent
and seeing photos of crashes - drunk
driving, texting, etc. really made my kids
think about what could happen.”
“Very good experience, we are from Lincoln
and scheduled our driving in Beatrice and
instructor Mike Policky was great! Our
daughter really enjoyed her experience and
learned a lot.”

As drivers differ greatly in
experience, attitudes and daily
driving routines, it is nearly
impossible for one training class
to address all strategies for
improvement. Recognizing this,
the Nebraska Safety Council
offers several Defensive Driving
Courses to meet the needs of
virtually any driver.
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